
RNG, I wish i could
Intro: Yo, this one goes out, to the ones we love, the ones we capture deep in our heart But they arent here no more, so we gotta face wrong, and try to turn negativity into positivity, And whatever you do, keep up the fall, dont look back, you know why? Life goes on! Rap1: Yo, I remeniss the fine times we spent, the bad times we had, Notice you were like a total impact, especially for me to wrest sort of family Although you aint here, love goes endlessly, to hang in the grip, it was always the shit Sweet thoughts running thru my mind, tears in my eyes I flip Domanated for the most beautiful, and I could say yo, youre unforgetable To remind you and handle the beneffect, road the wrap, now you wanna hear about your RnG track World wide, I wish I could see the cry, on your face, you would be satisfied Proud on me, not to be ending on the streets, instead I keep alive of luxury On my mind all the time, dor sure, will give you a sign, If I could turn back the time Chorus (x2): I wish I could turn back the time, I wish that you was on my mind I wish I could turn back the time, cause I miss you in my life Rap2: You see, time goes by another reason why I gots the ess to made the value alive, So I try to walk around way and good fade I pray Remember how we used to roll back in the days tight Like a lighter in a cigarette playing on the set, enjoying ourselfs, how can I forget? Times like this, everynow and then I miss, spitting out the words, I wish Bridge: In my life, you were so special ,why is it that you are not here Left me and my mother, sister and my brother, I know you know how much we miss you Chorus x 1 Said, I miss you, everything about you, everyday, think about you, cause you showed me how to, Im alive, I wanna thank you, For what youve done were the best for me, I wonder if the world could be the same whitout you in my life Chorus x 1 I wish I could turn back the time, cause I miss you!
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